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We introduce a temporal logic for the polyadic ?-calculus based on
fixed point extensions of HennessyMilner logic. Features are added to
account for parametrisation, generation, and passing of names, includ-
ing the use, following Milner, of dependent sum and product to
account for (unlocalised) input and output, and explicit parametrisa-
tion on names using *-abstraction and application. The latter provides
a single name binding mechanism supporting all parametrisation
needed. A proof system and decision procedure is developed based on
Stirling and Walker’s approach to model checking the modal +-calculus
using constants. One difficulty, for both conceptual and efficiency-
based reasons, is to avoid the explicit use of the |-rule for parametrised
processes. A key idea, following Hennessy and Lin’s approach to
deciding bisimulation for certain types of value-passing processes, is
the relativisation of correctness assertions to conditions on names.
Based on this idea, a proof system and a decision procedure are
obtained for arbitrary ?-calculus processes with finite control, ?-cal-
culus correlates of CCS finite-state processes, avoiding the use of
parallel composition in recursively defined processes. ] 1996 Academic
Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The modal +-calculus has recently emerged as a powerful
instrument for specifying temporal properties of processes
(cf. Stirling, 1992; Dam, 1992), and model checkers have
been developed for checking finite-state (CCS) processes
against their modal +-calculus specifications (cf. Larsen,
1988; Stirling and Walker, 1991; Cleaveland et al., 1993).
The object of the present paper is to investigate to what
extent this technology can be adapted to the richer setting
of value-passing and mobile processes. Specifically we con-
sider the ?-calculus of (Milner et al., 1992). Based on CCS
this calculus was proposed as a way of formally describing
mobility in process structures such as mobile telephone
networks (Orava and Parrow, 1992). In fact the expressive
power of the ?-calculus goes well beyond that of, eg., CCS,
and indeed it can be viewed as a prototypical parameter
passing calculus, a view reinforced by its capacity to encode
data types (Milner, 1991), *-calculus (Milner, 1992), and
higher order processes (Sangiorgi, 1993).
The ?-calculus achieves its expressive power from its
capacities to introduce new channel names, and to pass
channel names between processes during synchronisation.
Extensions must be made to the modal +-calculus to
account for these features. In this paper we demonstrate
1. how such facilities can be added to the modal
+-calculus, resulting in a very expressive temporal logic for
the ?-calculus, and
2. how a proof system and tableau based model check-
ing algorithm for this richer logic can be built, based,
concretely, on Stirling and Walker’s approach to model
checking the modal +-calculus (Stirling and Walker, 1991).
1.1. Extending the Modal +-Calculus
Using ideas introduced with the polyadic ?-calculus by
Milner (Milner, 1991), it is possible to extend the modal
+-calculus in a very conservative way. Recall that the basic
modalities of the modal +-calculus proper are the operators
(:) and [:] quantifying existentially, resp. universally,
over the set of states reachable in one step from some given
state via the transition relation w: . For the case of, eg.,
CCS, states become identifiable with closed process terms.
To cater for ?-calculus it suffices to lift the range of the
transition relation from process terms to so-called abstrac-
tions and concretions (Milner, 1991). Abstractions, used for
name input, are process terms that require instantiations of
names to become ground, and concretions, used for name
output, are process terms which in addition to their con-
tinuations provide (free or bound) names to be output. Syn-
chronisation causes names output by concretions to be used
as input values for abstractions. A natural way for the logic
to reflect these features is the use of a dependent product
construction \x ., to handle abstractions, and a dependent
sum construction 7x ., to handle concretions. This was
suggested already by Milner (1991). Thus, \x ., will hold of
an abstraction A just in case for all names x, , holds of Ax,
A applied to x. For dependent sums, 7x ., will hold of a
concretion [ y] A, outputting the free name y and having
continuation A, just in case ,[ yx] holds of A. For output
of bound names the condition is slightly more complex as in
that case both the x in , and the y in A needs to be sub-
stituted for a common fresh name z.
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Fixed points, however, also needs consideration since
these turn out to potentially require parametrisation on
names. To see this consider the following single element
memory cell (in CCS-like notation)
MEM(x) ] out x .MEM(x)+in( y) .MEM( y).
This is a process, parametrised on x, which can either out-
put x along out and then proceed unchanged, or else input
some y along in and then proceed as MEM( y). A charac-
teristic property of MEM(x) is, informally, that it always
outputs the last element input, or, rephrased without
reference to pasttime modalities, that whenever an element
is input then that same element is output until some new
element is input. Trying to formalise this property using
the modal +-calculus plus the dependent product and sum
constructions discussed above results in the following
parametrised fixed point:
,(x)=&X(x) .[in] \y .X( y) 7 [out] 7x$ . (x=x$ 7 X(x$)).
This example illustrates the extent to which name-
parametrisation pervades the syntax of formulas. Following
the example of (Park, 1976), a more elegant formulation
can be obtained introducing *-abstraction and application
as explicit operators. In this manner all name binding
mechanisms can be catered for in a uniform fashion. Thus,
as an example, we replace ,(x) by the formula
&X .*x . [in] \(*y . (Xy)) 7 [out] 7(*x$ .x=x$ 7 (Xx$)).
1.2. Model Checking
The model checker is formulated in terms of a proof
system for deriving valid sequents of the form c |&A : ,
where A is a ?-calculus agent (henceforth we use this term
in place of the term ‘‘process,’’ as the latter is reserved for
a more specialised use), , is a formula in the extended
+-calculus, and c is a name condition, an expression
in the first-order language of names with equality. The
intention is that in any interpretation of name symbols
which respects c, A has the property ,. Proof rules are given
for, in general, reducing more complex sequents to less com-
plex ones. These rules include rules for introducing boolean
connectives, for reducing a sequent like c |&A : (:) , to one
of the form c |&A$ : , by chasing transitions, and for unfold-
ing recursive formulas. In addition to the (local) proof rules,
a rule of discharge is given which allows occurrences of
assumptions in some circumstances to be discharged. Up to
very trivial, purely formal modifications, due to our choice
of formulating agents and formulas as conservatively over
CCS and the modal +-calculus as possible, the proof system
contains that of (Stirling and Walker, 1991) as a subcalculus
(in fact, it is a conservative extension). The concern is thus
to give an adequate set of local rules accounting for the new
connectives, and to modify the local and global rules to
account for the presence of name conditions.
The main complication in giving rules for the new con-
nectives is to deal with names. The \-introduction rule
illustrates this problem, and serves to show why name
conditions is a convenient device to adopt. Consider the
following naive candidate for a \-introduction rule which
refrains from using name conditions:
\-intro:
Ax : ,x
A : \,
(x not free in A or ,).
This rule is unsound. For instance it will license the
inference
y .0 | z .0 : [{] false
(*x)( y .0 | x .0) : \*x . [{] false
,
which is invalid. This is so since, for free names, equality is
literal, and thus no synchronisation is possible in the antece-
dent. To the contrary, choosing the argument y for x, a syn-
chronisation (i.e., a {-action) is possible in the conclusion.
An alternative is to use an |-rule for A : \,, perhaps
restricted to names free in A or , plus one to serve as
a representative of names free in neither. While sound,
such an approach, however, has some disadvantages: Its
schematic form makes it somewhat unattractive from a
proof-theoretic point of view, but more seriously it is inef-
ficient, forcing names to be treated distinctly even where this
may not be necessary. An alternative which has been pur-
sued in the context of value-passing calculi by (Hennessy
and Lin, 1992) for bisimulation checking, and by (Hennessy
and Liu, 1993) for modal logics, is to explicitly relativise
correctness assertions to name conditions. The problem
with \-intro is that by taking x to be fresh it is thereby
implicitly assumed to be distinct from all names that are not
fresh. If relativised correctness assertions are written
c |&A : ,, the rule of generalisation is regained in the form
relativised-\-intro:
c |&Ax : ,x
c |&A : \,
(x no free in A, ,, or c),
where requiring x not to be free in c ensures that no
prior assumptions about x are made either explicitly or
implicitly.
As the main result of the paper, decidability and com-
pleteness of this proof system are shown by exhibiting a
strategy for building proofs of valid correctness assertions.
These are far from trivial results since even very simple
?-calculus processes possess infinite-state behaviour, and
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since, even if a strategy can be devised that restricts atten-
tion to a finite part of an otherwise infinite state space,
there is no prior guarantee that the mechanisms for name
handling and for fixed points do not interfere. The only pre-
condition we need to impose is the usual CCS finite-state
condition of disallowing agents which have occurrences
of the parallel combinator | within recursive definitions.
?-calculus processes which adhere to this restriction are
termed finite control.
1.3. Overview of the Paper
In Sections 2 and 3 we present our version of the polyadic
?-calculus and its operational semantics. In order to sup-
port the relativisation of correctness assertions to name con-
ditions the operational semantics is modified by similarly
relativising the structural congruence and commitment rela-
tions to name partitions. These are partitions of the name
spaces determining the identifications and distinctions
assumed. Distinctions alone, as introduced in (Milner et al.,
1992), are too weak since both positive and negative asser-
tions about the identity of names are needed. Interestingly,
name partitions provide machinery to include into the
polyadic ?-calculus the conditional bAB where b is a
boolean expression, behaving like A when b is true and like
B when b is false. In Section 4 the extended +-calculus is
introduced, and in Section 5 the proof system for relativised
correctness assertions is presented. The remainder of the
paper is devoted to proofs of soundness, completeness, and
decidability of this proof system. These proofs extend
corresponding proofs for the modal +-calculus of (Stirling
and Walker, 1991; Streett and Emerson, 1989). Soundness
is proved in Section 6, and the decision procedure is given
in Section 7. In Section 8 the decision procedure is proved
terminating and well-defined, and then completeness and
decidability is proved in Section 9. Finally Section 10 con-
tains the conclusion and discussions of related work.
2. THE POLYADIC ?-CALCULUS
The version of the ?-calculus used here is a version of
Milner’s polyadic ?-calculus (Milner, 1991), somewhat
modified to involve conditionals and an operational seman-
tics relativised to name partitions. The letters x, y, z, ... are
used to range over names of which there is a countably
infinite supply, A, B are used to range over agents, and D
over agent identifiers. Actions, :, ;, are either names, co-
names of the form x , or the distinguished constant {. If : is
a name x then n(:) (the name of :) is x, and p(:) (the
polarity of :) is &. Otherwise if :=x then n(:)=x and
p(x)=+. The syntax of agents is given as follows:
Boolean expressions:
b ::=x=y | cb | b 7 b.
Agents:
A ::=0 | A+A | : .A | A | A | bAA | (*x) A | Ax |
(&x) A | D | fix D .A | [x] A.
For most connectives the intended meaning is familiar from
CCS and the ?-calculus (Milner, 1989; Milner et al., 1992).
Conditionals are agents of the form bAB, and (*x) and [x]
are used for unlocalised input and output, to be localised by
a prefixing operator : . } . In CCS terms x . (*y) A is x( y) .A
and x . [ y] A is x y .A. The restriction operator is &. We use
recursively defined agents rather than replication as in
(Milner, 1991) as we are interested in the subcalculus of the
polyadic ?-calculus which arises from disallowing uses of |
in recursively defined agents, mirroring the notion of finite
state process in CCS. Agents in this subcalculus are termed
finite control. For convenience we assume that recursions
fix D .A are guarded in the sense that each occurrence of D
in A is within the scope of a prefix operator : .&, and
that they are fully parametrised in the sense that recursive
agents fix D .A have no free occurrences of names. No loss
of expressive power is incurred by restricting to fully
parametrised agents. One just replaces, e.g., fix D .A(x) by
(fix D . (*x) A(x)) x. The guardedness condition can be
lifted too at the expense of some technical complications in
the operational semantics. Finally, we generally presuppose
agents not to contain free occurrences of agent identifiers.
The syntax as given here is flat: No distinctions are made
between processes, abstractions, and concretions as in
(Milner, 1991). To recover these distinctions we assign to
well-formed agents A an integer arity n, written A : n. The set
of all well-formed agents is denoted A. Processes are agents
of arity 0, abstractions are agents of negative arity, and
concretions are agents of positive arity. The following
assignment of arities is relative to an assignment D : n of
arities to agent identifiers:
0 : 0
A : 0 B : 0
A+B : 0
A : n n0
x .A : 0
A : n n0
x .A : 0
A : 0
{ .A : 0
A : 0 B : 0
A | B : 0
A : n B : n
bAB : n
A : n n0
(*x) A : n&1
A : n&1 n0
Ax : n
A : n
(&x) A : n
D : n A : n
fix D .A : n
A : n n0
[x] A : n+1
.
Example 2.1. The agent (fix D . (*x)(x . (*y) Dy)) x is a
well-formed process under the assumption D : &1. The
agent x . (*y)[ y][ y] 0 is ill-formed.
The operators (*x) A and (&x) A introduce binding of the
free occurrences of x and x in A. For an agent A, fn(A) is the
set of names occurring freely in A, and A[ yx] is A with all
free occurrences of x replaced by y. In general this involves
alpha-conversion of A to avoid capture of names.
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3. OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS
The operational semantics of agents is, following (Milner,
1991), given in terms of a structural congruence relation #
together with a commitment relation o. This style of
semantics was introduced in (Milner, 1992) to which the
reader is referred for justification of many of the clauses
given below. Here the structural congruence and commit-
ment relations are parametrised on name partitions, infinite
partitions = on the set of names. This provides the
strengthening of the notion of distinctions (Milner et al.,
1992) needed to deal with general name conditions rather
than just the positive match operator of (Milner et al.,
1992). A name partition = identifies the names x and y if and
only if x and y are members of the same partition. Thus
name partitions provide models for boolean expressions
and first-order conditions on names, and we write =<c if =
is a model for c. Name partitions extend to actions in the
obvious way by =<:1=:2 iff either :1=x1 , :2=x2 , and
=<x1=x2 ; or :1=x1 , :2=x2, and = <&x1=x2 ; or
:1=:2={. In addition to interpreting booleans and first-
order name conditions we need an operation for the genera-
tion of new names:
(&x) ==[S&[x] | S # =] _ [[x]].
The relativised structural congruence relation #= is
governed by the following conditions:
1. #= is an equivalence relation preserved by all non-
binding operators
2. If A#(x&) = B then (&x) A#= (&x) B.
3. A#= B if A and B are alpha-convertible.
4. Abelian monoid laws for + and 0, i.e., A1+(A2+A3)
#= (A1+A2)+A3 , A1+A2#= A2+A1 , and A+0#= A.
5. Abelian monoid laws for | and 0.
6. bAB#= (cb) BA.
7. If =<b then bAB#= A.
8. ((*x) A) y#= A[ yx].
9. fix D .A#= A[fix D .AD].
10. (&x) 0#= 0, (&x)(&y) A#= (&y)(&x) A.
11. If x  fn(B) then ((&x) A) | B#= (&x)(A | B).
12. If x{y then (&y)(*x) A#= (*x)(&y) A and
(&y)[x] A#= [x](&y) A.
Note that for the structural congruence relation (but not for
the commitment relation) relativisation to name partitions
is needed only because of conditionals. Let =f =[[x] | x a
name]. In the absence of conditionals #=f is closely related
to the unrelativised structural congruence relation con-
sidered in (Milner, 1991). The difference is that we do not
here in general assume conversion under *, i.e. a rule such
as
If A#=$ B for all =$ such that [S&[x] | S # =$]=
[S&[x] | S # =] then (*x) A#= (*x) B.
Thus the term ‘‘congruence’’ for the structural congruence
relation is actually misplaced, and for the remainder of the
paper we refer to #= as the structural equivalence relation
instead.
Another justification for #= is in terms of an appropriate
normal form theorem. Say an agent A is in normal form if it
is either an abstraction of the form (*x) A, a concretion of
the form [x] A or (&x)[x] A, or a process P generated by
the abstract syntax
P ::=0 | P+P | : .A |P | P | (&x) P.
Proposition 3.1 (Normal forms). Given any well-
formed agent A and any name partition = there is a normal
form B such that A#= B.
Proof. We prove a somewhat more general statement.
Say that A is =-admissible, if
1. A is well-formed,
2. there is a normal form B such that A#= B, and
3. if A : n and n<0 then for all x, Ax is =-admissible.
We show for all well-formed agents A and all name parti-
tions = that A is =-admissible. First we need to show that
both arities and =-admissibility are preserved by structural
equivalence.
Lemma 3.2 Let A be any agent.
1. If A : n and A#= B then B : n.
2. If A is =-admissible and A#= B then B is =-admissible.
Proof. 1. An easy induction in the structure of proof of
A#= B.
2. Induction in |n| where n is the arity of A, using 1. K
Let now =$ be any name partition and A any well formed
agent. A is allowed to contain free guarded occurrences of
identifiers, and identifiers are assumed to be assigned an
arity. We use induction in the structure of A to show that if
A$ is any instance of A obtained by substituting names for
names and agents of arity n for free guarded occurrences of
identifiers of arity n then A$ is =-admissible thus completing
the proof. We consider the cases for the conditional,
lambda-abstraction, application, and recursive definition.
The remaining cases are similar.
A=bA1A2 . Either = < b or = <cb. Assume without
loss of generality the first. Then A$#= A$1 where A$1 is the
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corresponding substitution instance of A1 . By the induction
hypothesis A$1 is =-admissible. By Lemma 3.2.2, so is A$.
A=(*x) B. A is well-formed by assumption, and A is in
normal form. Let y be any name. By the induction hypo-
thesis B$[ yx] is =-admissible where B$ is the appropriate
substitution instance of B. Then by Lemma 3.2.2, (A$) y is
=-admissible too. Thus A$ is =-admissible.
A=Bx. By the induction hypothesis B$ is =-admissible
where B$ is the expected substitution instance of B. Then by
definition so is A$.
A=fix D .B. Since A is well-formed by assumption, and
all occurrences of D in B are guarded, B$ is =-admissible
where B$ is the substitution instance of B that corresponds
to A$, and which substitutes A for D. Then however, by
Lemma 3.2.2, A$ is also =-admissible. K
In fact the proof of Proposition 3.1 can be used to show
that B can be found of size not greater than that of A where
size is measured in, e.g., depth of parse tree.
We proceed to define the relativised commitment relation
Ao= : .B. The definition uses the operation of pseudo-
application, and the extension of parallel composition to
pairs of abstractions and concretions as in (Milner, 1991).
The pseudo-application of A to B, A } B, is defined only
when A : &n and B : n for some (positive or negative) n.
If n=0 then A } B=A | B. If n>0, A=(*x) A$, and
B=[ y] B$ then A } B=A$[ yx] } B$, and if instead
B=(&y)[ y] B$ then A } B=(&y)(A$[ yx] } B$). The case for
n<0 is defined symmetrically. Second, A | B is extended to
the case when only one of A, B is a process by (in case B
is a process) ((*x) A) | B = (*x)(A | B) where x  fn(B),
([x] A) | B=[x](A | B), and ((&x)[x]A) | B=(&x)[x]
(A | B) where x  fn(B). The case for A is defined symme-
trically.
The commitment relation is now determined as follows:
act:
: .Ao= : .A
sum:
A1o= B
A1+A2 o= B
comm:
A1 o= x .B1 A2o= y .B2
A1 | A2 o= { . (B1 } B2)
(=<x=y)
par:
A1o= : .B
A1 | A2o= : . (B | A2)
res-1:
Ao(&x) = { .B
(&x) Ao= { . (&x) B
res-2:
Ao(&x) = : .B
(&x) Ao= : . (&x) B
(x{n(:))
struct:
A1#= A2 A2 o= : .B1 B1#= B2
A1o= : .B2
+ symmetrical versions of rules sum, comm, and par.
Note that although this is not necessary since | is assumed
to be commutative, we have chosen to include symmetrical
versions of the rules sum, comm, and par. This is merely a
technical convenience. In the absence of conditionals, o=f is
exactly the commitment relation of (Milner, 1991).
4. ADDING NAME PASSING TO THE PROPOSITIONAL
+-CALCULUS
In this section we extend the propositional +-calculus
with name-parametrisation and dependent sum and product
as in (Milner, 1991). The result is a powerful temporal logic
for the polyadic ?-calculus characterising late strong
bisimulation equivalence (Milner, 1991; Milner et al., 1993).
Formulas, ranged over by ,, , are thus interpreted as sets
of agents parametrised on names. The letters X, Y, Z range
over propositional variables each assigned an arity n # |,
written X : n. The syntax of formulas is given as follows:
, ::=x=y |x{y |, 7, | ,6 , | (:) , |[:] , |
X | &X ., | +X ., | *x ., | ,x | 7, | \, | _,.
Briefly the logical connectives can be understood as follows:
7 and 6 are the usual boolean connectives; (:) and [:]
are the labelled modal connectives; & (not to be confused
with the ?-calculus &-operator) is the greatest fixed point
operator used, typically, for invariant properties; + is the
least fixed point operator used for eventualities; * and
application is used for name-parametrisation; 7 is depen-
dent sum used for concretions, for instance 7, is satisfied by
a concretion [x] A for which A satisfies ,x; and finally \
and _ are quantifiers expressing properties of abstractions.
For instance \, is satisfied by an abstraction A for which Ax
satisfies ,x for all x, and _, is satisfied by an abstraction A
for which Ax satisfies ,x for some x. Thus the logical
correlate of (agent) abstraction is quantification. We use _
as a meta-variable ranging over [&, +]. As for agents we
assume for technical convenience that recursive (& or +) for-
mulas have no free occurrences of names. The only binder
of names is *, and & and + are binders of propositional
variables. Formulas are generally identified up to renaming
of bound names or variables.
As for the ?-calculus attention is restricted to well-formed
formulas by extending the assignment of arities to variables
to arbitrary well-formed formulas by letting x=y : 0,
x{y : 0, and closing under the rules:
, : 0  : 0
, 7  : 0
, : 0  : 0
, 6  : 0
, : 0
(:) , : 0
, : 0
[:] , : 0
X : n , : n
_X ., : n
, : n
*x ., : n+1
, : n+1
,x : n
, : n+1
7, : n
, : n+1
\, : n
, : n+1
_, : n
.
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A simple generalisation is to extend nonzero arities to
boolean and modal formulas by pointwise extensions as for
instance for conjunction:
, : n  : n
, 7  : n
No expressive power is gained by this modification.
We proceed to define the semantics of formulas. First
machinery is introduced to account for free occurrences of
propositional variables. A proposition environment is a map-
ping \ which given a propositional variable X of arity m, an
m-vector of names y1 , ..., ym , and a name partition = gives
a set \Xy1 } } } ym =A. Let now , : n. Given a proposition
environment \, an n-vector x1 } } } xn of names, and a name
partition =, the ‘‘standard’’ interpretation of , produces a set
&,& \x1 } } } xn =A. If , does not contain free occurrences
of propositional variables then , is said to be propositionally
closed. For such ,, &,& \x1 } } } xn = does not depend on \ and
is thus abbreviated &,& x1 } } } xn=. The standard interpreta-
tion is given as follows:
&x= y& \=={A<
if =<x= y
otherwise
&x{y& \=={A<
if =<x{y
otherwise
&. 7 &=&,& @ &&
&, 6 &=&,& ? &&
&(:) ,& \==[A | _;, B .Ao= ; .B,
=<:=;, B # &,& \=]
&[:] ,& \==[A | \;, B . if Ao= ; .B
and =<:=; then B # &,& \=]
&X& \=\X
&&X .,& \= ? [ f | f C=&,& \[X [ f ]]
&+X .,& \= @ [ f | &,& \[X [ f ]C= f ]
&*x .,& \x1 } } } xn==&,[x1 x]& \x2 } } } xn =
&,x& \x1 } } } xn==&,& \xx1 } } } xn=
&7,& \x1 } } } xn ==[A | A#= [x] B,
and B # &,& \xx1 } } } xn =]
_ [A | A#= (&x)[x] B,
x  fn(,) _ [x1 , ..., xn],
and B # &,& \xx1 } } } xn((&x) =)]
&\,& \x1 } } } xn==[A | \x .Ax # &,& \xx1 } } } xn =]
&_,& \x1 } } } xn ==[A | _x .Ax # &,& \xx1 } } } xn =].
Here the complete boolean algebra structure of 2A is
inherited pointwise to proposition environments and inter-
pretations. The symbols C=, @, and ? are used to denote the
induced lattice ordering, infimum, and supremum, respec-
tively. Notice that for formulas in positive form (i.e., with
negations applied to propositional variables only) the
modal +-calculus can be viewed as a sublanguage of the
language considered here, and that the semantics assigned
by the above definition to this sublanguage is the usual one
(cf. Stirling and Walker, 1991).
5. PROOF SYSTEM
In this section we introduce a proof system for relativised
correctness assertions c |&A : ,. The intended interpretation
of such assertions is that A # &,& = whenever =<c. A com-
plication, however, concerns the need to handle fixed point
formulas. For this we adopt the approach of (Stirling and
Walker, 1991) by including into the syntax of formulas con-
stants U to denote occurrences of fixed point formulas.
A definition list is a sequence 2=(U1 [ ,1), ..., (Um [ ,m),
associating to each Ui the propositionally closed formula
2(Ui)=,i . Here 2 is required to satisfy the conditions:
1. each Ui is unique, and
2. each 2(Ui) mentions only constants among
[U1 , ..., Ui&1].
For 2 as above, dom(2) ] [U1 , ..., Um], and if U  dom(2)
and each constant occurring in , is included in dom(2) then
2 } (U [ ,) is the update of 2 associating , to U. If 2 is
admissible for , in the sense that each constant occurring in
, is in dom(2) then ,2 is constant-free formula resulting
from recursively replacing each occurrence of a constant in
, by its definition. Note that, as fixed point formulas are
required to be fully parametrised, formulas , and ,2 have
identical sets of free names.
Thus relativised correctness assertions, or sequents, have
the form c |&2 A : , where A is a well-formed agent, 2 is
admissible for ,, and ,2 is propositionally closed and of
arity 0. The sequent c |&2 A : , is then true, if A # &,2& =
whenever =<c. We present a proof, or tableau system for
sequents. The proof system consists of a collection of axioms
and proof rules which describe the local properties of the
logical connectives, plus an additional rule to deal with
properties which depend on the infinite behaviour of agents.
The following abbreviations are used:
1. : and ; c-match: Either :=;={, or else |=c#
n(:)=n(;), and p(:)=p(;).
2. x fresh: Relative to a proof rule
c$ |&2$ A$ : ,$
c |&2 A : ,
,
x fresh means that x  fn(c) _ fn(A) _ fn(,).
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3. A#c B: For all =, if =<c then A#= B.
4. Aoc B: For all =, if =<c then Ao= B.
The local proof rules are divided into two subgroups: A set
of proof rules giving for each logical connective the ways of
introducing that connective, and a set of rules, called struc-
tural rules, that deal with name conditions. The introduc-
tion rules consist of the following:
eq:
c |&2 A : x=y
( |=c#x=y)
ineq:
c |&2 A : x{y
( |=c#x{y)
and:
c |&2 A : , c |&2 A : 
c |&2 A : , 7 
or-1:
c |&2 A : ,
c |&2 A : , 6 
or-2:
c |&2 A : 
c |&2 A : ,6 
dia:
c |&2 B : ,
c |&2 A : (:) ,
(Aoc : .B)
box:
[c$ |&2 B : , | Aoc$ ; .B,<c$#c, :
and ; c$-match]
c |&2 A : [:] ,
fix:
c |&2 } (U [ _X .,) A : U x1 } } } xn
c |&2 A : _X . , x1 } } } xn
fold:
c |&2 A : ,[X :=U] x1 } } } xn
c |&2 A : U x1 } } } xn
(2(U )=_X .,)
lambda:
c |&2 A : ,[x1x] x2 } } } xn
c |&2 A : (*x .,) x1 } } } xn
app:
c |&2 A : , x x1 } } } xn
c |&2 A : (,x) x1 } } } xn
sigma-1:
c |&2 A : , x1 } } } xn
c |&2 [x1] A : 7, x2 } } } xn
sigma-2:
c 7 [z{y | y not fresh]
|&2 A[zx] : , z x1 } } } xn
c |&2 (&x)[x] A : 7, x1 } } } xn
(z fresh)
forall:
c |&2 Ay : , y x1 } } } xn
c |&2 A : \, x1 } } } xn
(y fresh)
exists:
c |&2 Ay : , y x1 } } } xn
c |&2 A : _, x1 } } } xn
.
The introduction rules should be fairly uncontroversial
given the semantics of formulas and our previous com-
ments. The structural rules are as follows:
or-cond:
c1 |&2 A : , c2 |&2 A : ,
c1 6 c2 |&2 A : ,
ex-cond:
c |&2 A : ,
_x .c |&2 A : ,
(x  fn(A) _ fn(,2))
cons:
c1 |&2 A : ,
c2 |&2 A : ,
( |=c2#c1)
equiv:
c |&2 A : ,
c |&2 B : ,
(A#c B)
ren:
c |&2 A : ,(x)
c |&2 A : ,( y)
( |=c#x=y).
The structural rules provide mechanisms for case-analysis,
projection of unused names, a rule of consequence, replace-
ment of structurally equivalent agents, and renaming. In
addition to the local rules the proof system is equipped with
the following single global rule for discharging hypotheses:
[c$ |&2$ A : U x1 } } } xn]
b
dis:
c |&2 A : U x1 } } } xn
c |&2 A : U x1 } } } xn
( |=c$#c).
Here it is required that 2(U ) is a formula of the form &X .,,
and that the given derivation of c |&2 A : U x1 } } } xn is non-
trivial, in the sense that it contains an application of an
introduction rule. The following example shows that the
side-condition |=c$#c is indeed necessary: Let
B=fix D . (*x1)(*x2)(*y) x2 .[ y] x1 . (*y)(Dx1x2 y)
A=x1 . (*y)( y=z)(Bx1 x2 y)(0).
Then, if the side-condition on dis is absent, the following
false sequent is derivable:
true |&2 A : [x1] \*y . ( y{z) 6 (&X .(x2) 7*y . ( y=z)
7 ([x1] \*y .X )).
The completeness proof below shows that the side-condi-
tion |=c$#c can be strengthened to double implication.
There is a close relationship between the proof system con-
sidered here and the tableau system of (Stirling and Walker,
1991). For the fragment of closed positive modal +-calculus
formulas and CCS agents, the two systems coincide in the
sense that there is a successful tableau for A |&2 , in the
notation of (Stirling and Walker, 1991) iff there is a proof of
true |&2 A : , in the present system.
Note that box causes the proof system to be infinitary.
This problem, however, is only superficial, as we proceed to
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show. While the set of antecedents of box [c$ |&2 B : , | Aoc$
; .B, |=c$#c, : and ; c$-match] is infinite, only a finite
number of name conditions c$ and #c$ -equivalence classes
need actually be considered. The key is to apply the box-
rules only when A is in normal form, and then disregarding
the structural equivalence relation. Thus let Ao&= B if
Ao= B is derivable using #= only for alpha conversions.
The following finitary version of box results:
fin-box:
[c$ |&2 B : , | C1 , C2]
c |&2 A : [:] ,
here C1 and C2 are the following conditions:
v C1 : Ao&c$ ; .B, |=c$#c, : and ; c$-match, and A is in
normal form.
v C2 : c$ is minimal in the sense that if c" is any other
name condition such that C1 holds with c" in place of c$, and
if |=c$#c", then |=c"#c$.
Similarly we can replace the rule dia by the rule fin-dia
where the side-condition Aoc : .B is replaced by the condi-
tion Ao&c : .B.
Proposition 5.1 (Finitary Box-Rules). A sequent
c |&2 A : , is derivable using box and dia iff it is derivable
using fin-box and fin-dia.
Proof. This is a consequence of the following standardi-
sation property: If Ao= : .B then there are A$, B$ such that
A$ is in normal form, A#= A$, A$o&= B$, and B$#= B. K
In the remainder of the paper we tacitly assume that the
rules fin-box and fin-dia are being used in place of box and
dia. Note that strictly speaking fin-box remains infinitary
due to the fact that name conditions range over syntactical
name conditions rather than sets of names. This, however,
can easily be overcome, for instance by using normal forms.
We obtain the following soundness, completeness, and
decidability results for finite control processes:
Theorem 5.2 (Soundness, Completeness, Decidability).
Let c |&2 A : , be a sequent with A of finite control.
1. The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) c |&2 A : , is derivable.
(b) c |&2 A : , is true.
2. Derivability of c |&2 A : , is decidable.
The remaining part of the paper is devoted to a proof of
Theorem 5.2. First we prove soundness. For decidability
and completeness we then present the model checking algo-
rithm, show its termination, and, using this, finally establish
completeness and decidability.
6. SOUNDNESS
In this section we prove soundness of the proof system
given in the previous section. The proof given follows
roughly the lines of the corresponding proof in (Stirling and
Walker, 1991) with complications due to the need to handle
name conditions. The proof uses ordinal approximations
&:X ., and +:X ., given semantics in the usual way by
&&0X .,& \x1 } } } xn==A
&&:+1X .,& \x1 } } } xn= =&,& \[X [ &&:X .,& \] x1 } } } xn =
&&*X .,& \x1 } } } xn = =@:<* &&:X .,& \x1 } } } xn=
&+0X .,& \x1 } } } xn ==<
&+:+1X .,& \x1 } } } xn==&,& \[X [ &+:X .,& \] x1 } } } xn=
&+*X .,& \x1 } } } xn ==?:<* &+:X .,& \x1 } } } xn=.
It follows by standard techniques that @: &&:X .,& \ is
the greatest fixed point of *f .&,& \[X [ f ], and that
?: &+:X .,& \ is the least. In fact only reference to countable
ordinals are needed.
Theorem 6.1 (Soundness). If c |&2 A : , is derivable
then it is true.
Proof. Suppose that a proof of c |&2 A : , is given, and
that c |&2 A : , is false, i.e., that A  &,2& = for some =
such that = < c. The first observation to note is that if all
antecedents of a local rule are true then so is the conclusion.
Thus, for every sequent occurring in the proof, if it is false
then so is an antecedent of that sequent. If a sequent has no
antecedents and it is not discharged then it is true. Thus we
can find a constant U1 such that
1. it is possible to trace a path upwards through the
proof using only false sequents from the sequent c |&2 A : ,
to a sequent of the form c1 |&21 A1 : U1x1, 1 } } } x1, m1 ,
2. 21(U1) is a &-formula, and
3. If U is another &-constant introduced strictly before
U1 (i.e. occurring before U1 in 21) then (1) and (2) fail to
hold for U.
For if no such U1 exists then it will be possible to trace an
infinite path upwards from c |&2 A : ,, but this is impossible.
Note that we can additionally require the traced path to be
as short as possible. Thus c1 |&21 A1 : U1x1, 1 } } } x1, m1 is
prevented from being an occurrence of a hypothesis.
Having now reached the sequent c1 |&21 A1:U1x1,1 } } } x1,m1,
the proof proceeds iteratively, in the limit tracing an infinite
path through the given (finite) proof. The first iteration step
proceeds as follows:
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Consider the subproof rooted in c1 |&21 A1 : U1x1, 1 } } } x1, m1.
Using ordinal approximations we can find a minimal : such
that if 21(U1)=&X .,1 then
A1  &&:X .,121 x1, 1 } } } x1, m1& =1
for some =1 such that =1<c1 . We index occurrences of U1 in
the subproof. Occurrences of U1 indexed by :$ are inter-
preted as &:$X .,1 rather than simply &X .,1 in determining
truthhood of sequents. At the root sequent U1 is indexed by
: and subsequently, every time U1 is unfolded, the index is
minimised (while preserving falsehood of sequents). This
minimisation is possible since, if c1 |&21 A1: U1x1, 1 } } } x1, m1
is false then it is false when U1 is annotated by some suc-
cessor ordinal. Consequently unfolding of greatest fixed
point constants cause their indices to be strictly decreased.
Using this procedure all occurrences of U1 are indexed. For
the only rule that could prevent this from being true is fix
eliminating U1 . But then the choice of U1 would have
violated the convention that constants are defined at most
once.
In the indexed subproof the root sequent c1 |&21
A1 : U :1x1, 1 } } } x1, m1 is false. We now show that we can find
some new constant U2 such that
1. it is possible to trace a path in the indexed sub-
proof using only false sequents upwards from c1 |&21
A1 : U :1x1, 1 } } } x1, m1 to a sequent of the form c2 |&22
A2 : U2 x2, 1 } } } x2, m2 ,
2. 22(U2) is a &-formula,
3. If U is another &-constant introduced strictly before
U2 then (1) and (2) fail to hold for U, and
4. U2 is introduced strictly after U1 .
Starting from the root sequent the path is built step by step.
Having reached a false sequent c$ |&2$ A$ : ,$ it is either an
occurrence of a hypothesis, or else it has some antecedent
which is false too. If the latter case applies and a suitable U2
has not yet been found, the construction merely proceeds.
Suppose the first case applies with ,$ of the form, say,
U $x$1 } } } x$m$ . It cannot be that U $ was introduced before U1
since otherwise U $ would have been chosen instead of U1 .
Neither can it be the case that U $=U1 . Suppose otherwise.
Let then :$ index U1 at this hypothesis occurrence. Since
the path from c |&2 A : , to c1 |&21 A1 : U1x1, 1 } } } x1, m1
was chosen as short as possible, the construction must
previously have encountered a sequent of the form
c" |&2$ A$ : U :"1 x$1 } } } x$m$ which was not an occurrence of a
hypothesis, and such that |=c$#c", by rule dis. Since
c$ |&2$ A$ : ,$ is false, A$  &U :$1 x$1 } } } x$m$& =$ where =$<c$.
Note that =<c" too. Thus c" |&2$ A$ : U :$1 x$1 } } } x$m$ is false
too, and then so is c" |&2$ A$ : U :"1 x$1 } } } x$m$ since :" is strictly
greater then :$. However, :" was chosen minimal such that
c" |&2$ A$ : U :$1 x$1 } } } x$m$ is false, a contradiction. The only
possibility is thus that U $ be introduced strictly after U1 .
However, then we are done, since we have identified one
possible candidate for U2 , and among all candidates we can
then choose one for which (3) above is true.
Note that, again, by choosing the path as small as
possible we can ensure that c2 |&22 A2 : U2x2, 1 } } } x2, m2 is
not an occurrence of a hypothesis. For if it were we would
find some application of dis discharging this hypothesis,
and concluding the sequent c$2 |&22 A2 : U2 x2, 1 } } } x2, m2 for
some c$2 . The application of this sequent must be above the
current root sequent c1 |&21 A1 : U
:
1 x1, 1 } } } x1, m1 , since if it
were below the convention preventing redefinition of
constants would be violated. Then, however, the path con-
struction would have terminated when reaching the sequent
c$2 |&22 A2 : U2 x2, 1 } } } x2, m2 , and we are done.
The construction can now proceed iteratively from the
false sequent c2 |&22 A2 : U2x2, 1 } } } x2, m2 , and the proof is
concluded. K
7. THE DECISION PROCEDURE
In this section we describe the decision procedure central
to the completeness and decidability parts of Theorem 5.2.
Let an initial sequent c0 |&20 A0 : ,0 be given such that A0 is
of finite control. The decision procedure provides a strategy
for building a proof of c0 |&20 A0: ,0 , provided such a proof
exists. The procedure builds proofs in a refinement-or goal-
directed manner as is usual in tableaux-based approaches.
The key issue is to allow attention to be restricted to finite
subsets of state spaces which are in general infinite.
First, the issue of choice of free and bound names is
addressed. Define
>fns(A) ] max[ |fn(B)| |B a subterm of A]
>fns(,) ] max[ |fn()| |  a subterm of ,]
>par(A) ] number of occurrences of | in A.
We then fix a set N0=[ y1 , ..., yk] of names from which all
free and bound occurrences af names will be chosen, where
k=>fns(A0) } (>par(A0)+1)+>fns(,0)+1.
The factor >par(A0)+1 is needed to avoid name clashes dur-
ing scope extrusion. An alternative to using N0 for both
bound and free names is to use N0 for free names only, and
then use de Bruijn’s indexes for bound variables. Whereas
little seems to be gained from the latter approach from the
point of view of worst case complexity or clarity of presenta-
tion, the use of de Bruijn’s indexes may prove valuable in
speeding up actual implementations.
Rather than general name conditions the proof building
procedure uses finite representations of name partitions.
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Partitions of a finite set N of names have obvious represen-
tations as name conditions. Such conditions c have the
property that whenever x, y # N then either <c#x=y or
<c#x{y. Call a condition with this property N-prime (or
just prime if N is understood from context). Note that if c is
N-prime then _x .c is N&[x]-prime, and if y  N _ fn(c)
then c[x=y] ] c7x=y and (&y)c ] c7 [x{y | x # N]
are N _ [ y]-prime. By means of the rules or-cond and
ex-cond, c0 |&20 A0 : ,0 can be replaced by a finite set of
sequents of the form c$0 |&20 A0 : ,0 where fn(c$0)=fn(A0) _
fn(,0), and where c$0 is fn(c$0)-prime. We can therefore
assume the initial sequent itself to have this property, and let
the procedure maintain it invariant.
fun check(c |&2 A : ,)=initialize visited table;
for all c$ such that fn(c$)=fn(A) _ fn(,), c$ is fn(c$)-prime, and <c$#c:
check1(c$ |&2 A : ,( ))
fun check1(c |&2 A : , x )=
let A$= normalform(A, c)
in check2(restrict(fn(A$) _ fn(,),c) |&2 A$ : , x ) end
and check2(c |&2 A : , x ) =
case , of
y=z O <c#y=z |
y{z O <c#y{z |
,1 7 ,2 O check2(c |&2 A : ,1 x ) andalso check2(c |&2 A : ,2 x ) |
,1 6 ,2 O check2(c |&2 A : ,1 x ) orelse check2(c |&2 A : ,2 x ) |
(:) ,1 O for some A1 , ; such that <c#:=; and Aoc ; .A1 :
check1(c |&2 A1 : ,1 x ) |
[:] ,1 O for all A1 , ; such that <c#:=; and Aoc ; .A1 :
check1(c |&2 A1 : ,1 x ) |
_X .,1 O let U=newcon(2) in check2(c |&2 } (U [ &X .,1) A : U x ) end |
U O if visited c |&2 A : , x
then (case 2(U ) of &X .,1 O true | +X .,1 O false)
else mark c |&2 A : , x visited;
(case 2(U ) of _X .,1 O check2(c |&2 A : ,1[X :=U] x )) |
*y .,1 O check2(c |&2 A : ,1[hd(x )y] tl(x )) |
,1 y O check2(c |&2 A : ,1(y, x )) |
7,1 O (case A of
[ y] A1 O check1(c |&2 A1 : ,1 ( y, x )) |
(&y)[ y] A1 O let z = newname(A, ,1 , x )
in check1((&z) c |&2 A1[zy] : ,1 (z, x )) end |  O false) |
\,1 O (case A of
(*y) A1 O let z = newname(A, ,1 , x )
in check1((&z) c |&2 A1[zy] : ,1(z, x )) and also
\z$ # fn(A) _ fn(,1) _ [x ] :
check1(c[z=z$] |&2 A1[zy] : ,1 (z, x )) end |  O false) |
_,1 O (case A of
(*y) A1 O let z = newname(A, ,1 , x )
in check1((&z) c |&2 A1[zy] : ,1 (z, x )) orelse
_z$ # fn(A) _ fn(,1) _ [x ] :
check1(c[z=z$] |&2 A1[zy] : ,1 (z, x )) end |  O false).
At each step the procedure either terminates or else it
chooses to refine the current goal, say c |&2 A : ,, by an
instance of one of the proof rules. We assume of c that it is
prime, and that all names occurring freely or bound in A or
, are in N0 . The choice of proof rule is guided by the struc-
ture of ,. Using equiv and ex-cond A can be assumed to be
in normal form (since normalisation depends only on names
that are actually free in A, and, by primeness, for these
names c determines a unique partitioning). Moreover, fn(c)
can if needed be replaced by its restriction to fn(A) _ fn(,).
This is encapsulated by the pseudo-ML functions check
and check1 below while check2 then performs the main
reduction guided by the outermost connective of ,:
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The definition of check2 uses a few anxillary functions and
abbreviations:
v normalform(A, c) returns a normal form A$ such
that A#= A$ for some = such that = < c . Since fn(c)=
fn(A) _ fn(,) and c is fn(c)-prime, the choice of = is
irrelevant, and normalform(A, c) is thus well-defined by
Proposition 3.1. It is assumed of normalform(A, c) that
whenever (&x) B is a subterm of normalform(A, c) then x
has a free occurrence in B.
v x abbreviates vectors x1 } } } xn , and if x =x1 } } } xn then
( y, x )=yx1 } } } xn , hd(x )=x1 and tl(x )=x2 } } } xn .
v restrict([x1 , ..., xn], c)=_x1 , ..., xn .c.
v newcon(2) determines a new constant not in dom(2).
v newname(A, ,, x ) determines a name in N0 not in
fn(A) _ fn(,) _ [x ] if one exists.
In most cases check2 is self-explanatory. Here we com-
ment only on the case of , of the form Ux . For the purpose
of handling constants a table indicating what constant
sequents have previously been refined is maintained. Sup-
pose first that no sequent of the form c$ |&2$ A : , for some
2$ and c$ such that <c W c$ has been visited. Then we
record that c |&2 A : , has now been visited, and proceed by
checking c |&2 A : ,1[X :=U] x when 2(U )=_X .,1 .
Logically, the recording of c |&2 A : , amounts to nought
when _=+. However, when _=& it corresponds to refine-
ment by dis. If on the other hand a sequent of the form
c$ |&2$ A : , as above has already been visited then, if _=+,
the procedure terminates unsuccesfully (as the chosen
strategy for refining c$ |&2$ A : , did not succeed in eliminat-
ing the recursion), and if _=& it terminates successfully
(since the current goal can then be discharged).
In the next section, we prove that check is well-defined,
then in Section 9 we show that it is correct.
8. TERMINATION AND WELL-DEFINEDNESS
An invocation of check(c |&2 A : ,) can, if it yields a
well-defined result, be viewed as determinining not only a
truth-value, but also a set of proof structures. The aim of the
present section is to show that on all inputs check is indeed
well-defined, and determines a set of proof structures all
members of which are generated by the local and global
rules of Section 5. To show this, the following must be
established:
1. That, using check, only a finite number of agents are
reachable.
2. Using (1), that the algorithm terminates on all inputs.
3. That the algorithm determines a well-defined truth-
value on all inputs.
4. That each refinement step determined by the algo-
rithm corresponds to a well-defined proof structure.
Together these results show that if a sequent is true then
there is a proof for it. It does not follow, however, that the
proof has no undischarged hypotheses occurring in it. The
proof of this (completeness) is delayed until Section 9.
8.1. Agents
We define the relation A  B intended to capture the
ways agents A in single steps give rise to other agents B
using check. Parametrising the definition is the set N0
determined from an initial sequent as in Section 7. The
relation  is given as the least relation which respects
:-conversion with bound names in N0 (i.e., such that A  B
whenever A and B are alpha-congruent and B results from
A by replacing bound names in N0 by bound names in N0),
and for which the following properties hold:
1. A+B  A, A+B  B
2. : .A  A
3. bAB  A, bAB  B
4. (*x)A  A[ yx] whenever y # N0
5. Ax  A
6. fix D .A  A[fix D .AD]
7. [x] A  A
8. If A  B and x # fn(B) then (&x)A  (&x) B
9. (&x) A  A
10. (&x)(*y) A  (*y)(&x) A
11. If x{y then (&x)[ y] A  [ y](&x) A
12. (&x)(&y)[ y] A  (&y)[ y](&x) A
13. If A  A$ then A | B  A$ | B and B | A  B | A$
14. ((*x) A) | B  (*x)(A | B), A | ((*x) B)  (*x)(A | B)
15. ([x] A) | B  [x](A | B), A | ([x] B)  [x](A | B)
16. ((&x) A) | B  (&x)(A | B), A | ((&x) B)  (&x)(A | B).
We first show that the relation A  B correctly reflects the
intention:
Proposition 8.1. If check2(c$ |&2$ A$ : , y ) is invoked
from check2(c |&2 A : , x ) then A * A$.
Proof. Suppose that c is N-prime and that fn(A)N.
We need to show the following:
1. A normal form A$ can be computed such that A#c A$.
2. If A is a process and Ao&c : .B then A * normal-
form(B, c).
3. (*x) A  A[ yx], (&x)[x] A  A[ yx], and [x] A
A whenever y # N0 .
Of these, (1) can be seen to hold from the proof of Proposi-
tion 3.1, (2) by inspecting the rules defining o&= , and (3)
holds by definition. K
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We then proceed to prove finiteness:
Lemma 8.2 (Finiteness). For all A, [B | A * B] is finite.
Proof. By Ko nig’s Lemma it suffices to show that any
infinite derivation
d=A0  } } }  An  } } }
with A0=A visits a finite number of distinct agents only,
i.e., R(d )=[Ai | i # |] is finite. To show this we define the
size, |A|, of A in the following manner:
|0|=|D|=1
|A+B|=|bAB|=|A|+|B|+1
|: .A|=|(*x) A|=|Ax|=|[x]A|=|fix D .A|=|A|+1
|(&x) A|=2 } |A|+1
|A | B|=|A| } |B|.
Lemma 8.3. All axioms among (1)(16) except (6)
decrease size, and all rules among (1)(16) preserve size
decrease.
We can assume that the unfolding axiom (6) is used
infinitely often along d. By finite control each Ai will have
the form Ai=Ci (Bi, 1 , ..., Bi, m) such that Ci is an m-ary con-
text that does not contain occurrences of the fixed point
operator, and for which each Bj has no occurrences of
parallel composition operator. Moreover, m will be inde-
pendent of i. The number of occurrences in Ci of operators
among +, prefixing, the conditional, or application will
decrease with increasing i since the only reduction that can
cause such occurrences to duplicate is axiom (6) which does
not apply due to the finite control assumption. Moreover,
for each occurrence of one of these operators, either it is
never reduced, and then the subterm in question can be
viewed as a constant, or else the number of occurrences of
that particular operator in the Ci is reduced by 1. Thus there
is no loss of generality in assuming that we can find some i0
for which Ci0 is an m-ary context built using only operators
of the form [x], (*x), (&x), or |.
Now, for all ii0 , Ai will have a similar form
Ci (Bi, 1, ..., Bi, m), and for each j : 1 jm, either Bi, j=Bi+1, j ,
or else Bi, j  Bi+1, j . In addition we can assume that for
infinitely many i, does Bi, j  Bi+1, j , since otherwise it suf-
fices to pick a larger i0 . Thus the proof has been reduced to
showing
(i) only a finite number of distinct Ci are reachable;
(ii) any derivation d that does not involve parallel
composition visits a finite number of distinct agents only.
To prove (i), we introduce a new little transition system on
contexts, and prove it finite. Formally, contexts are terms C
generated by the abstract syntax
C ::=[ } ] | (&x) C | (*x) C | [x] C | C | C.
Here [ } ] is the empty context. An m-ary context C is a term
with m ‘‘holes’’ in it, i.e., m distinct occurrences of the empty
context. In writing, e.g., C(B1 , ..., Bm) the occurrences of [ } ]
in C are assumed to be replaced by the Bj in a left-to-right
fashion. Say of a context C that x is visible through C if either
there is some occurrence of [ } ] in C not within the scope of
a binding occurrence of x, or else x occurs unbound in C.
Rule (5) below shows where this notion is needed. The
transition relation  is now determined in the following
way where 0 ranges over operators among (&x), (*x), and
[x] with x # N0 :
1. If C1 and C2 are alpha congruent then C1  C2
2. [ } ]  0[ } ]
3. (0C1) | C2  0(C1 | C2), C1 | (0C2)  0(C1 | C2)
4. [x] C  C, (&x) C  C, (*x) C  C[ yx] whenever
y # N0
5. (&x) 0C  0(&x) C
6. if C1  C$1 and x is visible through C$1 then
(&x) C1  (&x) C$1
7. if C1C$1 then C1 | C2  C$1 | C2 and C2 | C1C2 | C$1 .
It is easy to verify that for ii0 , if Ai has the form
Ci (Bi, 1, ..., Bi,m) and Ai+1 similarly the form Ci+1(Bi+1, 1, ...,
Bi+1, m) and for each j : 1 jm, either Bi, j=Bi+1, j or
Bi, j  Bi+1, j , then either Ci=Ci+1 or Ci  Ci+1 . To prove
(i), it therefore suffices to establish the following lemma:
Lemma 8.4. For all C, [C$ | C * C$] is finite.
Proof. If C * C$ say that C$ is reachable (from C ).
For delimiting the reachable contexts we need the notion
of legitimate prefix. First, a (context) prefix is a string
01 } } } 0n where each 0i is either (&x), (*x), or [x], x # N0 .
Write p } C for the context obtained by prefixing C with the
prefix p. A prefix 01 } } } 0n is legitimate if
(i) at most one 0i has the form either (*x) or [x] for
some x # N0 , and
(ii) the total number of occurrences of operators of the
form (&x) or (*x) for some x # N0 is at most |N0 |.
We can now prove Lemma 8.4 by induction in the size of C:
C=[ } ]: If suffices to show that any context reachable
from [ } ] has the form p } [ } ] where p is a legitimate prefix.
To show this assume that p is legitimate and that
p } [ } ]  C$. Then C$ has the form p$ } [ } ]. Clearly condi-
tion (i) above is satisfied. To see that (ii) is satisfied also,
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suppose for a contradiction that it is not, so that p$ has
|N0 |+1 occurrences of a binding operator. Then p$ must
have the form p1(&x) p20p3 for some x where 0 binds x.
But this cannot happen since the justification of p } [ } ] 
p$ } [ } ] must have appealed to rule (6) for justifying
(&x) p" } [ } ]  (&x) p20p3 } [ } ] for some p". However, x is
not visible through p20p3a contradiction.
C=(&x) C$: We show that any context reachable from
C has the form p } C1 where p is a legitimate prefix and C1
is reachable from C$. So assume that p } C1  C2 . The only
case that needs considering is when p has the form p$(&x), C1
the form 0C$1, and C2 the form p0(&x) } C$1. We then need
to show that p0(&x) is legitimate, but this follows exactly as
in the previous case.
C=(*x) C$: The only contexts reachable from C are
those reachable from C$[ yx] for some y # N0 .
C=[x] C$: As the previous case.
C=C1 | C2 : We show that any context reachable from
C has the form p } (C$1 | C$2) where p is legitimate, C$1 is
reachable from C1 , and C$2 reachable from C2 . The only
cases that need considering are applications of rule (3), but
these follow as in the case for restriction above. K
We then proceed to the proof of (ii).
Lemma 8.5. Suppose that A has no occurrences of |. For
all derivations d=A0  } } }  An  } } } with A0=A, R(d )
is finite.
Proof. The proof uses the notion of legitimate prefix,
introduced in the proof of Lemma 8.4, and proceeds by
induction in the size of A. The cases for 0, +, prefixing, con-
ditional, abstraction, application, and concretion follow
directly from the induction hypothesis. This leaves two cases
to be considered. For restriction the proof is a correlate of
the corresponding case in the proof of Lemma 8.4. So
assume that A=fix D .A$. We show that any agent
reachable from A has the form p } (A"[AD]) where p is a
legitimate prefix and A" is reachable from A$, thus com-
pleting the proof by the induction hypothesis. To each tran-
sition Ai  Ai+1 is associated a unique justification, a proof
using the axioms and rules among (1)(16) together with
alpha-conversion. Say that step i refers to A, if the justifica-
tion of the transition Ai  Ai+1 involves an appeal to (6)
with D instantiated to itself, and A to A$. Suppose now that
Ai has the form p } (A"[AD]) such that A" is reachable
from A$. Handling the case where step i is an instance of one
of the axioms (10)(12) as in the proof of Lemma 8.4 only
one potentially problematic case remains, namely, where
step i refers to A. This, however, can only be the case when
A" has the form p$ } D for p$ a prefix, and in this situation it
must, as we have seen, be the case that the prefix pp$ is
legitimate. Thus Ai+1 has been brought into the desired
form. K
8.2. Termination
We next use the finiteness of [B | A * B] to show
termination, following the strategy introduced in (Stirling
and Walker, 1991) for the case of the modal +-calculus.
Define the size, |,|, of a formula , as follows:
|x=y|=|x{y|=|X |=|U |=1
|, 7 |=|, 6 |=max( |,|, || )+1
|(:) ,|=|[:] ,|= |_X .,|=|*x.,|=|,x|
=|7,|=|\,|=|_,|=|,|+1
and then extend this measure to sequents c |&2 A : , by
|c |&2 A : ,|={
|2(U ) x1 } } } xn
if , is of the form Ux1 } } } xn
|,| otherwise.
Theorem 8.6. Function check terminates on all inputs.
Proof. Consider a finite or infinite structure originating
in the sequent c0 |&20 A0: ,0 and generated by a run of
check. By Proposition 8.1, all agents occurring in the
structure stay within the finite set [A | A0 * A]. Since each
refinement step is finitely branching, to show that no infinite
such proof structure can exist, by Ko nigs Lemma it suffices
to show that there can be no infinite sequences
s=c0 |&20 A0 : ,0 , ..., cn |&2n An : ,n , ...
such that for all i0, ci |&2i Ai : ,i derives ci+1 |&2i+1 Ai+1:
,i+1 in one step. So assume for a contradiction that such a
sequence exists. Since the size of formulas decrease strictly
under all refinement steps except for those unfolding con-
stants we can find a subsequence
s$=c$0 |&2$0 A$0 : ,$0, ..., c$n |&2$n A$n : ,$n , ...
of s which is infinite, and for which all ,i$ have the form
Ui xi, 1 } } } xi, mi . We show that for infinitely many i is Ui the
same constant U. If it is not let i0 be maximal such that
Ui0=U0 . Then
|c$i0+1 |&2$i0+1 A$i0+1: ,$i0+1|<|c$i0 |&2$i0 A$i0 : ,$i0
as
|2$i0+1(Ui0+1xi0+1, 1 } } } xi0+1, mi0+1)|<|2$i0(Ui0 xi0, 1 } } } xi0, mi0).
Repeating, let i1 be maximal such that Ui1=Ui0+1 . Similarly,
|c$i1+1 |&2$i1+1 A$i1+1: ,$i1+1 |<|c$i0+1 |&2$i0+1 A$i0+1: ,$i0+1 |.
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Thus some U must occur infinitely often among the Ui . Let
then
s"=c"0 |&2"0 A"0 : ,"0 , ..., c"n |&2"n A"n : ,"n , ...
be the (infinite) subsequence of s$ for which ,i" has the form
Uyi, 1 } } } yi, ki for all i0. Since all yi, ji are chosen from the
finite set N0 , and since the number of distinct Ai" is finite,
and since also the number of N0-inequivalent ci" is finite, s"
must be finite too, a contradiction.
8.3. Normal Termination
While Theorem 8.6 shows that sketch terminates on all
inputs it does not follow that on all inputs sketch
produces a well-defined truth-value. For it may be that a
call of newname(A, ,, x ) is ill-defined because N0
fn(A) _ fn(,) _ [x ]. We show here that this situation can
not arise. The key lemma which needs to be proved is the
following:
Lemma 8.7. For all An , if A0 * An then |fn(An)|
>fns(A0) } (>par(A0)+1)
Proof. Assume that
d=A0  } } }  An  } } } .
We show |fn(An)|>fns(A0) } (>par(A0)+1) by structural
induction, using the notion of legitimate prefix introduced
in the proof of Lemma 8.4. For all cases except *, &, recur-
sion, and parallel composition, the result follows directly
from the induction hypothesis, so only these four are
considered:
A0=(*x) A$0 . If n>0 it must be the case that (up to
an initial sequence of alpha-conversions) A0  A1 is an
instance of (4), i.e., that A1=A$0 , so that A$0 * An . Then by
the induction hypothesis,
|fn(An)|>fns(A$0) } (>par(A$0)+1)
=>fns(A0) } (>par(A0)+1).
A0=(&x) A$0 . It must be the case that An has the form
p } A$n for p a legitimate prefix, that A$0  p$ } A$n for some p$
and A$n , and that either p and p$ are identical, or else p differs
from p$ only in that it (up to possible alpha-conversions of
the bound name x) has an occurrence of (&x). In either case
the result is immediate by the induction hypothesis.
A0=A0, 1 | A0, 2 . In this case An has the form
p } (An, 1 | An, 2) for some legitimate prefix p. Then for each
i # [1, 2] we find legitimate prefixes pi such that A0, i *
pi } An, i , and p is the merge of p1 and p2 in a manner such
that if [x] occurs in p with x in a bound position then so it
does in whichever pi that contains [x]. By the induction
hypothesis,
|fn( pi } An, i)|>fns(A0, i) } (>par(A0, i)+1)
for i=1 and i=2. Now
|fn(An)||fn( p1 } An, 1)|+|fn( p2 } An, 2)|
>fns(A0, 1) } (>par(A0, 1)+1)
+>fns(A0, 2) } (>par(A0, 2)+1).
Let B be whichever of A0, 1 A0, 2 such that >fns(B) is maxi-
mal. Then
>fns(A0, 1) } (>par(A0, 1)+1)+>fns(A0, 2) } (>par(A0, 2)+1)
>fns(B) } (>par(A0, 1)+>par(A0, 2)+2)
=>fns(B) } (>par(A0)+1)
>fns(A0) } (>par(A0)+1),
completing the case.
A0=fix D .A$0 . Since >par(A0)=0 by the assumption of
finite control it suffices to show that |fn(An)|>fns(A0). We
then find legitimate prefixes p and p$ such that
fix D .A$0 * p } fix D .A * An ,
An has the form p$ } A$n[fix D .AD], and A$0 * A$n. Note
that we can assume that p has no free occurrences of names
since if it had, before fix D .A$0 would be subsequently
unfolded, the free name (occurring in an output prefix)
would be eliminated by an application of (7). By the induc-
tion hypothesis we know that
|fn(A$n)|>fns(A$0)
=>fns(A0).
The only case in which |fn(An)| could be greater than
|fn(A$n)| is when p$ contains an occurrence of an output
prefix [ y] such that the occurrence of y in [ y] is free in p$.
This, however, can only happen if we can factorise the
derivation p } fix D .A$0 * An as follows
p } fix D .A$0 * p" } A"n[fix D .A$0D] * An
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such that p" has no free occurrence of y (i.e., An results from
A"n[fix D .A$0D] by applications of (8), (9), and (11)), and
such that A$0 * A"n. Moreover fn(A"n)=fn(A$n) _ [ y].
Then, however, since we know by the induction hypothesis
that |fn(A"n)|>fns(A0) the proof is complete. K
Normal termination is now an easy corollary:
Corollary 8.8. Function check terminates normally
on all inputs.
Proof. Use Lemma 8.7.
8.4. Well-Definedness and Soundness
It remains to check that the proof structure induced by
an invocation of check is indeed a valid proof structure
according to the proof rules given in Section 5.
Lemma 8.9. On all inputs check determines a well-
defined proof structure according to the local and global proof
rules.
Proof. It suffices to observe, as in the proof of Proposi-
tion 8.1, that if A is a process and Ao&c : .B then
A * normalform(B, c). K
Thus:
Corollary 8.10 (Soundness of check). If check
(c |&2 A : ,) returns the value true then the sequent
c |& 2 A : , is true.
Proof. By Lemma 8.9 check(c |&2 A : ,) determines a
well-defined proof structure. A simple inductive arguments
shows that if the value returned is true then all hypotheses
of the induced proof have been discharged. Then, however,
c |&2 A : , by Theorem 6.1. K
9. COMPLETENESS AND DECIDABILITY
For completeness it now only remains to check that if a
sequent is true then the set of proof structures determined
by an invocation of check on that sequent has a member
with no undischarged occurrences of assumptions. The
proof of this follows the approach of (Streett and Emerson,
1989).
Theorem 9.1 (Completeness). If the sequent c |&2 A : ,
is true then it is derivable.
Proof. Suppose A # &,2& = whenever = < c, and assume
given a set of proof structures induced by an invocation of
check(c |&2 A : ,). This set is well-defined and all of its
members are well-defined as proof structures generated by
the local and global proof rules. We show that at least one
member of this set will have no undischarged occurrences of
hypotheses.
Let U1 , ..., Un be the sequence of +-constants of 2 in order
of definition. Each n-length string w=:1 , ..., :n of ordinals
determines the definition list 2w that coincides with 2 on all
&-constants, and for each Ui , 1in, if 2(Ui)=+Xi .,i ,
say, then 2w(Ui)=+:iXi .,i . The signature of c |&2 A : ,,
W(c |&2 A : ,), is then the lexicographically least string w
such that A # &,2w& = whenever =<c. Note that, since only
a finite number of distinct name substitutions need be con-
sidered, by using ordinal approximations it is clear that if
c |&2 A : , is true then it has a well-defined signature.
We explain how to find a candidate proof of c |&2 A : , in
stages. At each stage we keep track of a current set of
candidate proof structures, P, and a current set of sequents
(or more precisely, sequent occurrences), S, to be further
refined. The set S has the property that no sequent in S
occurs above another. Then P has the property that the
subproofs obtained from each proof in P by restricting
attention to sequents above the root and not above a
sequent in the S, are identical.
Initially, P is the entire set of proof structures determined
by an invocation of check2(c |&2 A : ,), and S is the
singleton [c |&2 A : ,]. We explain how to complete stage n.
Pick a member of S, say c$ |&2$ A$ : ,$. Suppose that
check2(c$ |&2$ A$ : ,$) does not recurse. Then the search is
finished since either ,$ is an equation or an inequation
which must be provable since it is true, or else ,$ is a con-
stant, and we will then have to prove that ,$ is a &-constant
so that c$ |&2$ A$ : ,$ is a discharged occurrence of a
hypothesis. In either case c$ |&2$ A$ : ,$ is removed from the
S, and we proceed to stage n+1. So assume instead that
check2(c$ |&2$ A$ : ,$) does recurse. Choose then a
maximal subset of P such that
1. c$ |&2$ A$ : ,$ is the conclusion of the same rule
instance.
2. The antecedents of c$ |&2$ A$ : ,$ have minimal
signatures.
Note that either the rule instance is determined, or else (in
the cases for disjunctions or diamonds) each potential rule
instance has only one antecedent. It follows that a non-
empty subset with these properties can be chosen. Having
made the choice, P is replaced by the chosen subset, and S
is updated by replacing c$ |&2$ A$ : ,$ by its antecedents.
The result is a well-defined proof structure. Moreover, the
only undischarged occurrences of sequents in this proof
structure are sequents of the form c$ |&2$ A$ : Ux1 } } } xm
where U is a +-constant. We need to show that no such
sequents can occur. So assume that the resulting proof has
an undischarged occurrence of c$ |&2$ A$ : Ux1 } } } xm . This
means that we find an earlier visited sequent of the form
c" |&2" A$ : Ux1 } } } xm with <c"#c$. We show that
W(c$ |&2$ A$ : Ux1 } } } xm)<W(c" |&2" A$ : Ux1 } } } xm). Sup-
pose that U is the n th +-constant in order of definition. Then
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the initial refinement step applied to c" |&2" A$ : Ux1 } } } xm ,
the rule fold, strictly decreases signature in its nth position.
No subsequent refinement step can increase signature in
positions smaller than or equal to n. Thus
W(c$ |&2$ A$ : ,$)<W(c" |&2" A$ : ,$).
However, since <c"#c$, W(c" |&2$ A$ : ,$)W(c$ |&2$
A$ : ,$). Moreover, W(c" |&2$ A$ : ,$)=W(c" |&2"A$ : ,$)
since the two sequents differ only in constants that are no
longer reachable. However, this is a contradiction. K
Decidability, then, is an immediate corollary.
Corollary 9.2. Derivability of sequents is decidable.
Proof. By termination, soundness and the proof of the
Completeness Theorem we know that a sequent is derivable
if and only if the application of the model checking algo-
rithm to that sequent results in the value ‘‘true.’’ K
10. CONCLUSION AND RELATED WORK
Algorithms for value passing process calculi have been
considered recently by a number of authors. For bisimula-
tion equivalence, data-independent programs were con-
sidered by (Jonsson and Parrow, 1992), and in (Hennessy
and Lin, 1992) an algorithm for a certain class of ‘‘standard’’
symbolic transition graphs was presented. Applied to the
?-calculus both these classes are strictly weaker than the
notion of finite control agent introduced in the present
paper. In particular, we avoid the technical conditions that
prohibit reuse of variables in the algorithm of Hennessy and
Lin. Note that it is likely that our model checker can be used
for deciding bisimulation equivalence of finite control
agents via a notion of characteristic formula (cf. Cleaveland
and Steffen, 1991). A related proof system for a version of
HennessyMilner logic adapted to value-passing was intro-
duced in (Hennessy and Liu, 1993). Some aspects of our
proof system appear in this work too, notably the structural
rules. However, Hennessy and Liu do not consider fixed
points or other temporal operators, and thus their logic is
too weak to be of practical use. Indeed, it is the handling of
just recursively defined agents and properties in the
presence of name passing and generation which forms the
main contribution of the present paper. Other significant
differences concern our choice of basic connectives and our
focus on the ?-calculus.
Many issues related to the work reported here need to be
further examined. More consideration is needed from both
practical and theoretical perspectives of the features
required from a temporal logic along the lines of the one we
describe. Relations to the ?-calculus encodings of data
types, *-calculus, and the higher order ?-calculus should
be investigated. The efficiency and usability of our proof
system and decision procedure needs to be evaluated on
practical examples. Mechanisms for compositional verifi-
cation should be developed, perhaps along the lines of
(Stirling, 1987) or (Andersen and Winskel, 1991). Concerning
early bisimulation equivalence, a temporal logic charac-
terising this equivalence instead of late bisimulation equiv-
alence can be devised using the basic modalities of, e.g.,
(Milner et al., 1993) in place of those considered here. We
envision no significant problems in obtaining similar results
for such a logic.
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